With the increased and vast use of online data, privacy in data publishing has now become very important issue. Now days, many organizations are collecting and storing huge volumes of data in large databases.
INTRODUCTION
In the information age, Organizations collect huge volumes of data from heterogeneous databases. Such type of data includes records for individual person. Example, many government agencies and private companies collected & used data commonly known as microdata [1] and also by web search engines [2] [3] which collects personal browsing histories. After collecting data next step is to publish data such publish data is useful for data mining & research. However, publish data usually contains personal information which may be sensitive; leakage of such sensitive information violates the individual privacy. Examples of some popular recent attacks are example of this like discovering disease of the Massachusetts governor [4] , identifying the browsing history of an AOL user [5] etc. Due to such attacks, privacy preserving has become subject of research. Privacy preserving is nothing but to protect from disclosing the identity of individual.
Microdata Publishing
Microdata can be considered as medical data and census data. Every record has different attributes. This attributes can be classified as: 1. Key Attributes: Explicit Identifiers or key attributes are responsible for explicitly identifies record owners. 2. Quasi-Identifier: Quasi-identifiers are attributes that can potentially identify an individual when their values taken together. Examples are zip-code, nationality, gender and birthdate. 3. Sensitive Attribute: The attribute"s values should not be disclosed by attacker. E.g. medical diagnosis, occupation. Table 1 shows an example. In this name is key attribute, Age, gender and nationality is quasi-identifier and disease is sensitive attribute. 
Disclosure Risks
It is necessary to give security to sensitive attribute of the individuals, while microdata is released. In the literature [7] [8] [9] , information disclosures are of three types: attribute, identity, and membership disclosure.  Identity Disclosure: In released data, individual is linked to specific record. The "anonymity" is broken. 
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Anonymizing Data
Even publish data have useful information to data miner, it also contains individual risk. Therefore, the aim is to maximize the benefit with minimize individual risk. Anonymization is approach for preserving privacy of publish Data which seeks to secure the sensitive data and identity of record owners. This can be accomplished by anonymization before publish. Initially in anonymization, the identity attributes i.e. explicit identifiers is remove. In Table 1 , since Name can disclose the identity of a patient, the data owner removes Name from Table and releases it as shown in Table 2 . 
RELATED WORK
There are different ways of anonymizing the table before it is published. Two popular methods are grouping-andbreaking and perturbation. [12] is similar to generalization, but it does not modify any QI attribute or sensitive attribute. Instead, after it divides the records into a number of partitions, it assigns a distinctive ID known as GID to each partition, and all tuples in this partition are said to have the same GID value. Then, two tables are formed, namely quasi attribute (QI) table and the sensitive table. Note that the grouping formed by bucketization is equivalent to the grouping formed by generalization, except that bucketization data contains all the original tuple values while generalization data contains some generalized tuples values. Bucketization has the advantage of allowing users to obtain the original specific values for data analysis. 2) Perturbation: Under perturbation [13] , a value can be changed to any arbitrary value. For example, Male can be changed to Female and vice versa. Table 7 shows an example with perturbation. 
SLICING
To deal with problems occur in generalization and bucketization, T. The dimensionality of the data is reduced by slicing. As compare to generalization and bucketization, preserves better utility. Slicing not only groups highly correlated attributes together but also maintains the correlations between attributes. It breaks the association between uncorrelated attribute, which in turn provide more privacy to publish data. Because these attributes are not rare and identification of this is simple task. Slicing provides better privacy protection because any tuple has more than one multiple matching.
Advantage of slicing:  Compare to generalization, Slicing preserves better data utility.  Slicing is more effective than bucketization.  Slicing can also deal with high dimensional data. 
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